Appendix A

Glossary and Notation

The study of PDEs and, particularly their numerical solution has a rapacious appetite
for variable names, constants, parameters, indices, and so on. This means that many
symbols become overloaded—they are required to take on different meanings in different contexts. It is hoped that the list provided here will help in avoiding confusion.
B: an operator used to represent boundary conditions
Bh : a finite difference approximation of B
BC: boundary condition
BVP: boundary value problem—that is a PDE together with boundary and/or initial conditions
c: the wave speed in the wave equation; the Courant number c = ak/ h when
approximating the advection equation
∂x , ∂t : shorthand notation for partial derivatives with respect to x and t; so u x =
∂x u, u x x = ∂x2 u, u xt = ∂x ∂t u
+
 , − , , δ: forward, backward and alternative central difference operators for
functions of one variable; +x , −x , x , δx apply to the x variable of a function of
several variables
∂Ω: the boundary of a typical domain Ω
F, Fh : source term in a differential equation Lu = F or in a finite difference
equation Lh U = Fh ,
F , Fh : source data in a boundary value problem L u = F or its finite difference
approximation Lh U = Fh ,
IC: initial condition
IVP: initial value problem
IBVP: initial-boundary value problem
κ: the conductivity coefficient in the heat equation; the wave number in a von Neumann analysis of stability
L, M: differential operators involving derivatives with respect to space variables
only, such as L = −∂x2
Lh , Mh : finite difference approximations of differential operators L, M
L , M : differential operators together with associated boundary conditions
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Lh , Mh : finite difference approximations of differential operators L , M
n: the outward pointing normal direction; n(
x ) is the outward normal vector at a
point x on the boundary

 = [u x , u y ] for a function u(x, y) of two variables
∇:
the gradient vector; ∇u
∇ 2 : Laplacian operator; ∇ 2 u = u x x + u yy for a function u(x, y) of two variables
Ω, Ωh : typical domain of a PDE or its approximation by a grid of points,
ODE: ordinary differential equation
PDE: partial differential equation
p: coefficient of first derivative in a differential equation; order of consistency of
a finite difference approximation, as in O(h p )
ϕ, Φ: comparison functions for continuous (ϕ ≥ 0 and L ϕ ≥ 1) and discrete
problems (Φ ≥ 0 and Lh Φ ≥ 1), respectively
u, U : typical solution of a boundary value problem L u = F or its finite difference
approximation Lh U = Fh ,
r : the mesh ratio; r = k/ h 2 when approximating the heat equation; the radial
coordinate in polar coordinates
r: position vector; r = (x, y) in two dimensions
Rh , Rh : local truncation error—Rh := Lh u − Fh and Rh := Lh u − Fh , where
u solves Lu = F and L u = F .
x ∗ : Hermitian (or complex conjugate) transpose of a d-dimensional vector x
ξ: the amplification factor in a von Neumann analysis of stability
 · : norm operator; maps d-dimensional vectors x (or real-valued functions) onto
non-negative real numbers
 · h : discrete norm operator; maps grid functions U onto non-negative real numbers; we use two flavours, the maximum (or ∞ -) norm  · h,∞ and the 2 -norm
  · h,2
·, · : inner product; maps two d-dimensional vectors (or pairs of functions) onto
 real
 numbers
·, · w : inner product associated with a positive weight function w; maps pairs of
functions onto real numbers.

Appendix B

Some Linear Algebra

B.1 Vector and Matrix Norms
Norms provide a convenient way of measuring the length of vectors and the magnifying ability of matrices.
Definition B.1 A norm on a vector x is denoted by x and is required to have the
properties
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

positivity: x > 0 for x = 0,
uniqueness: x = 0 if and only if x = 0,
scaling: ax = |a| x for any complex scalar a,
triangle inequality: x + y ≤ x +  y for any vector y having the same
dimension as x.

When x = [x1 , x2 , . . . , xd ]T a popular family are the so-called  p norms, and are
given by
⎛
⎞1/ p
d

x p = ⎝
|x j | p ⎠

(B.1)

j=1

with 1 ≤ p < ∞. Typical choices are p = 1, 2, ∞, where the case p = ∞ is
interpreted as
x∞ = max |xi |
1≤i≤d

and is known as the maximum norm. A particularly useful result is given by Hölder’s
inequality which states that, for any two complex vectors x, y of the same dimension,
|x ∗ y| ≤ x p  yq , 1/ p + 1/q = 1,
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where x ∗ denotes the Hermitian (or complex conjugate) transpose of x. When
p = q = 2 this is also known as the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality
|x ∗ y| ≤ x2  y2 .

(B.3)

Definition B.2 A norm on a matrix A is denoted by A and is required to have the
properties
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

A > 0 for A = 0,
A = 0 if and only if A is the zero matrix,
a A = |a| A for any complex scalar a,
A + B ≤ A + B for any matrix B of the same dimension as A,
AB ≤ AB for any matrix B for which the product AB is defined.

The requirement that (e) holds is unconventional. (A standard definition would only
stipulate (a)–(d).) To find examples of matrix norms where (e) is satisfied, we note
that analyses involving norms usually involve both vector and matrix norms, and it is
standard practice in numerical analysis to use norms that are compatible in the sense
that
Ax ≤ A x.

(B.4)

One way in which this can be achieved is to first define a vector norm x and then
use
A = max
x =0

Ax
x

to induce a matrix norm. When the vector norm is a p-norm, this approach leads to
the matrix p-norms defined, for a d × d matrix A having ai j in the ith row and jth
column, by
A1 = max

1≤ j≤d

d


|ai j |, A∞ = AT 1 ,

(B.5)

i=1

√
while A2 = λ, where λ is the largest eigenvalue of A∗ A. These matrix p-norms
are examples for which property (e) automatically holds. We refer to Trefethen and
Bau [26] for further discussion.
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B.2 Symmetry of Matrices
A real n × n matrix A is said to be symmetric if it remains unchanged when its rows
and columns are interchanged,1 so that AT = A. If A = (ai j ), with ai j denoting the
entry in the ith row and jth column, then symmetry requires ai j = a ji . To exploit
symmetry we note that AT = A implies that, for vectors x, y ∈ Cn ,
y∗ (Ax) = y∗ Ax = (AT y)∗ x = (A y)∗ x.

(B.6)

Thus y∗ (Ax) = (A y)∗ x so the (complex) scalar product of y and Ax is the same as
the scalar product of A y and x.
To take this idea further we need to introduce a special notation for scalar
product—this is generally referred to as an inner product. Specifically, we define



x, y ≡ y∗ x

(B.7)

 

x, A y = Ax, y

(B.8)

then, from (B.6),

for a symmetric matrix A.

B.3 Tridiagonal Matrices
Definition B.3 (Irreducible tridiagonal matrix) The n × n tridiagonal matrix A
given by
⎛
⎞
b1 c1 0 · · · 0
⎜a2 b2 c2
0 ⎟
⎜
⎟
⎜ .. ..
⎟
.
.
(B.9)
A=⎜
⎟
.
.
.
⎜
⎟
⎝
an−1 bn−1 cn−1 ⎠
0 ··· 0
an bn
is said to be irreducible if the off-diagonal entries a j and c j are all nonzero.
Suppose that D = diag(d1 , d2 , . . . , dn ) is an n × n diagonal matrix and let A be
an irreducible tridiagonal matrix. The product matrix

1 We

shall restrict ourselves to real matrices, the analogous property for complex matrices is that
A∗ = A, where A∗ is the Hermitian (or complex conjugate) transpose.
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⎛

d1 b1
⎜d2 a2
⎜
⎜
DA = ⎜
⎜
⎝
0

d1 c1
d2 b2
..
.

···

0
d2 c2
..
.

..

.
dn−1 an−1 dn−1 bn−1
···
0
dn an

0
0

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
dn−1 cn−1 ⎠
dn bn

will be a symmetric matrix if the entries of D are chosen so that
d j a j = d j−1 c j−1 ,

j = 2, 3, . . . , n.

Setting d1 = 1, the fact that a j = 0 means that d2 , d3 , . . . , dn can be successively
computed. The fact that c j−1 = 0 implies that d j = 0, j = 2, . . . , n, which ensures
that the diagonal matrix D is nonsingular. It follows from this result that A will have
real eigenvalues when a j /c j−1 > 0, for j = 2, 3, . . . , n (see Exercise B.4). This is
the linear algebra analogue of the clever change of variables for ODEs in Sect. 5.3.2
combined with (part of) Theorem 5.11.
The n × n tridiagonal matrix
⎡

b
⎢a
⎢
⎢
T =⎢
⎢
⎣
0

c
b
..
.

0 ···
c
.. ..
. .

0

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
a b c⎦
a b

(B.10)

with constant diagonals, has eigenvalues
√
λ j = b + 2 ac cos

jπ
,
n+1

j = 1, 2, . . . , n.

(B.11)

with corresponding eigenvectors
v j = [sin(π j x1 ), sin(π j x2 ), . . . , sin(π j xm ), . . . , sin(π j xn )]T ,
where xm = m/(n + 1) (see Exercise B.5). Generalizations of this result can be
found in Fletcher and Griffiths [3].

B.4 Quadratic Forms
Definition B.4 If x ∈ Rn and A is a real n × n symmetric matrix, then the function
Q(x) = x T Ax
is called a quadratic form.
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The form Q(x) is a homogeneous quadratic function of the independent variables
x1 , x2 , . . . , xn .2 In the simplest (two-dimensional) case, we have x ∈ R2 , and
  
 ab x
Q(x) = x y
= ax 2 + 2bx y + cy 2 .
bc y


(B.12)

We shall be concerned with the level curves of the quadratic form, that is points
where Q(x) = constant. If we make a change of variables: x = V s, where V is a
nonsingular 2 × 2 matrix, then the quadratic form becomes
Q(V s) = sT (V T AV )s
which is a quadratic form having coefficient matrix V T AV . The idea is to choose V
in such a way that V T AV is a diagonal matrix,
V T AV =



α0
,
0β

so that, with s = [s, t]T we have
Q(V s) = αs 2 + βt 2 .

(B.13)

We can picture the form in (B.13) geometrically. The points Q = constant in the s-t
plane are (a) ellipses if αβ > 0 (i.e., α and β have the same sign), (b) hyperbolae if
αβ < 0 (i.e., they have opposite signs) and (c) straight lines3 if one of α or β is zero
(i.e., αβ = 0).
Two basic questions need to be answered at this point:
Q1. How do we construct the matrix V ?
Q2. Different matrices V will lead to different values for α and β but will their signs
remain the same?
To answer the first question: a natural candidate for V is the matrix of eigenvectors of
A. To confirm this choice, suppose that A has eigenvalues λ1 , λ2 with corresponding
eigenvectors v 1 and v 2 :
Av j = λ j v j ,

j = 1, 2.

Since A is symmetric, the eigenvalues are real and the two eigenvectors are orthogonal: v T1 v 2 = 0 = v T2 v 1 . Setting V = [v 1 , v 2 ], we get

means that Q(cx) = c2 Q(x) for c ∈ R; this is the case because there are no linear
terms and no constant term.
3 When Q(x) also contains linear terms in x then Q(V s) will, in general, contain linear terms in s.
In such cases the level curves will be parabolae.
2 Homogeneous
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V T AV =

 


0
λ1 v T1 v 1
λ1 v T1 v 1 λ2 v T1 v 2
=
λ1 v T2 v 1 λ2 v T2 v 2
0
λ2 v T2 v 2

so that we have (B.13) with α = λ1 v T1 v 1 and β = λ2 v T2 v 2 . If the eigenvectors are
normalised to have unit length then α = λ1 and β = λ2 . In both cases the sign of the
product αβ is the same as that of λ1 λ2 so the level curves will be ellipses if λ1 λ2 > 0
and hyperbolae if λ1 λ2 < 0. Moreover, since the characteristic polynomial of the
matrix A is given by
det(A − λI ) = λ2 − (a + c)λ + (ac − b2 ),
then the product of the eigenvalues is given by λ1 λ2 = ac − b2 = det(A), so we see
that it is not necessary to compute the eigenvalues in order to determine the nature
of the level curves. This is formally stated in the following result.
Theorem B.5 The level curves of the quadratic form Q(x, y) = ax 2 + 2bx y + cy 2
are hyperbolae if b2 − ac > 0 (when Q(x, y) has two distinct real factors) and
ellipses if b2 − ac < 0 (when Q(x, y) has no real factors). In the intermediate case,
b2 − ac = 0 (when Q(x, y) is a perfect square) the level curves are straight lines.
If the eigenvectors are normalised then V T V = I and x = V s may be inverted
to give
 
 
vT
s
T
s=
= V x = 1T x
t
v
2

so that s = v T1 x is the component of x in the direction of v 1 and t = v T2 x is the
component of x in the direction of v 2 . In the nondenegerate case (b2 = ac), a further
√
T
rescaling of
√ the components of s to new variables ξ = [ξ, η] defined by ξ = s |λ1 |
and η = t |λ2 | can be applied. This gives s = Dξ where

 √
1/ |λ1 | √0
D=
0
1/ |λ2 |
is a nonsingular diagonal matrix with Q(V Dξ) = ±1(ξ 2 +η 2 ) in the elliptic case and
Q(V Dξ) = ±1(ξ 2 − η 2 ) in the hyperbolic case. Thus, with this special rescaling,
the contours are either circles or rectangular hyperbolae in the ξ-η plane. The process
is illustrated by the following example.
Example B.6 Determine the level curves of the quadratic form associated with the
matrix


13 −4
A=
.
−4 7
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Fig. B.1 Level curves of Q(x) (left), Q(V s) (centre) and Q(V Dξ) (right) for Example B.6. The
mapping from s-t to x-y corresponds to a simple rotation of the coordinate system

Computing the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of A gives

λ1 = 15, v 1 =

√1
5


2
,
−1

λ2 = 5, v 2 =

√1
5

 
1
.
2

√
Setting V √= [v 1 , v 2 ] and√changing variables gives s = (2x − y)/ 5, t =
(x + 2y)/ 5, ξ = (2x − y) 3 and η = x + 2y with associated quadratic forms
Q(V s) = 15s 2 + 5t 2 ,

Q(V Dξ) = ξ 2 + η 2 .

We note that both of these correspond to writing
Q(x, y) = 3 (2x − y)2 + (x + 2y)2 .
The level curves Q(x) = 25 in the x-y plane, Q(V s) = 25 in the s-t plane and
Q(V Dξ) = 1 in the ξ-η plane are shown in Fig. B.1. The ellipse in the s-t plane is
a rotation of the ellipse in the x-y plane anticlockwise through the angle tan−1 (1/2).
The eigenvectors v 1 and v 2 can be seen to be directed along the minor and major
axes of the ellipse associated with Q(x).
♦
Returning to the second question above, we will see that suitable transformation
matrices V can be defined without knowledge of the eigenvalues or eigenvectors of
A. The key element in the construction of such matrices is Sylvester’s law of inertia,
stated below. Two definitions will be needed beforehand.
Definition B.7 (Congruence) Assuming that V is a nonsingular matrix, the matrix
(triple-) product V T AV is called a congruence transformation of A.
The two matrices V T AV and A are said to be congruent. The set of eigenvalues
of two congruent matrices will generally be different (unless V is an orthogonal
matrix). A congruence transformation does, however, retain just enough information
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about the eigenvalues to be useful in the current context. This information is called
the inertia of a matrix.
Definition B.8 (Inertia) The inertia of a symmetric matrix is a triple of integers
( p, z, n) giving the number of positive, zero and negative eigenvalues, respectively.
Theorem B.9 (Sylvester’s law of inertia) The inertia of a symmetric matrix is invariant under a congruence transformation.
Sylvester’s law of inertia guarantees that the qualitative nature of the level curves
are invariant when the matrix is subject to congruence transformations. Thus in two
dimensions the level curves of a matrix having inertia (2, 0, 0) or (0, 0, 2) will be
ellipses while an inertia of (1, 0, 1) will lead to hyperbolae.
One natural possibility for a congruence transformation is to use Gaussian elimination. When a = 0 we subtract b/a times the 1st row of A from the second
row in order to create a zero in the (2, 1) position. The elimination process can be
represented by defining V T so that





a
b
a
0
1 0
T
T
V =
, V AV =
, V A=
−b/a 1
0 (ac − b2 )/a
0 (ac − b2 )/a


T

so we generate (B.13) with α = a and β = (ac − b2 )/a. The congruence transformation explicitly highlights the role of the discriminant (ac − b2 ) of the underlying
quadratic form. Next, computing the inverse transformation matrix gives


1 b/a
,
V −1 =
0 1
and setting s = V −1 x, we find that s = x + by/a, t = y. Thus, from (B.13),


by
Q(x, y) = a x +
a

2



b2
y2
+ c−
a

which can be seen to be equivalent to “completing the square”.
Example B.10 (Example B.6 revisited) Completing the square in the quadratic form
associated with the matrix


13 −4
A=
−4 7
we find that


4
y
Q(x, y) = 13x − 8x y + 7y = 13 x −
13
2

2

2
+

75 2
y .
13
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This suggests an alternative mapping from (x, y) to (s, t) via s = x − (4/13) y
( = x + by/a), t = y. The change of variables leads to
Q(V s) = 13s 2 +

75 2
t ,
13

and defines the ellipse in the s-t plane that is associated with the Gaussian elimination
√
congruence
transformation V T AV . Making the further scaling ξ = s/ 13, η =
√
t 13/75 gives Q(V Dξ) = ξ 2 + η 2 , whose level curves in the ξ-η plane are again
circles.
♦

B.5 Inverse Monotonicity for Matrices
A real matrix A or a real vector x which has entries that are all nonnegative numbers
is called a nonnegative matrix or vector. They can be identified by writing A ≥ 0 and
x ≥ 0. The matrix interpretation of an inverse monotone discrete operator is called
a monotone matrix.
Definition B.11 (Monotone matrix) A nonsingular real n × n matrix A is said to be
monotone if the inverse matrix A−1 is nonnegative: equivalently, Ax ≥ 0 implies that
x ≥ 0.
The standard way of showing that a matrix is monotone is to show that it is an
M-matrix.
Definition B.12 (M-matrix) A real n × n nonsingular matrix A is an M-matrix if
(a) ai j ≤ 0 for i = j (this means that A is a Z-matrix), and
(b) the real part of every eigenvalue of A is positive.
An M-matrix is guaranteed to be monotone. To expand on condition (b): first, a
symmetric matrix A has real eigenvalues. They are all positive numbers if and only
if the quadratic form Q(x) = x T Ax is positive for every nonzero vector x (such a
matrix is said to be positive definite). Second, an irreducible nonsymmetric
matrix

will satisfy (b) if it is also diagonally dominant; that is if aii ≥ nj=1, j =i |ai j | with
strict inequality for at least one value of i. (This result immediately follows from the
Gershgorin circle theorem.4 )


states that: let ri = i = j |ai, j | denote the sum of the moduli of the off-diagonal entries of
an n × n matrix A, then every eigenvalue of A lies in at least one of the disks of radius ri centered
on aii .

4 This
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Exercises

 

B.1 Prove that an n × n matrix A is symmetric if and only if x, A y = Ax, y for
all vectors x, y ∈ Rn . (Hint: Choose x = ei and y = e j , where ek is the kth unit
vector in Rn , that is, the vectors whose only nonzero entry is one in the kth position.)
B.2 Suppose that A is an irreducible n × n tridiagonal matrix. Construct the nonsingular diagonal matrix D = diag(1, d2 , . . . , dn ) that makes the product matrix AD
symmetric.
B.3 Suppose that A is a tridiagonal matrix and let D be a nonsingular diagonal matrix
that makes the matrix D A symmetric. Prove that AD −1 is a symmetric matrix.
B.4 Suppose that the matrix A in (B.9) is irreducible and that its elements are real
with a j /c j−1 > 0 for j = 2, 3, . . . , n. Show that its eigenvalues are real.
n
[Hint: Av = λv for an eigenvector

 v ∈ C and corresponding eigenvalue λ. Now
consider the inner product v, ADv .]
B.5 Suppose that Um = sin(π jm/(n + 1)) so that U0 = 0 and Un+1 = 0 when j
is an integer. Show, using the trigonometric identity for sin(A ± B), that
aUm−1 + bUm + cUm+1 = λ j Um ,
where λ j is the jth eigenvalue of the tridiagonal matrix (B.10).
B.6 Sketch the level curves of the quadratic form Q(x) when


−10 10
A=
.
10 5
B.7 Consider a quadratic form Q(x) of the form (B.12) with a ≥ c > 0 and
b2 < ac. Suppose that â = 21 (a + c) and that r, θ are defined by a = â(1 + r cos θ),
c = â(1 − r cos θ) and b = âr sin θ (0 ≤ r < 1, −π/2 ≤ θ ≤ π/2). Show that
r2 = 1 − 4

ac − b2
(a + c)2

and that the matrix of the quadratic form has eigenvalues λ± = â(1 ± r ) with
corresponding eigenvectors
v + = (cos 21 θ, sin 21 θ), v − = (sin 21 θ, − cos 21 θ),
where tan θ = 2b/(a − c).
If the major axis of the ellipse Q(x) = constant makes an angle φ with the y-axis,
show that −π/4 ≤ φ ≤ π/4.
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B.8 This builds on the previous exercise. Attention is drawn in Sect. 10.2.5 to
quadratic forms where the coefficients satisfy b2 <√ac ≤ a|b|. Show that the minimum value of r , subject to these inequalities, is 1/ 2. Hence show
 that the ratio of
the lengths of the two axes of the ellipse Q = constant (that is, λ+ /λ− ) is greater
√
than, or equal to, 2 + 1.
B.9 Find the stationary points of the function φ(x, y) = 2x + 2yex + y 2 .
The leading terms in the Taylor expansion of a function of two variables about a
point x = a may be expressed in the matrix-vector form
φ(x) = φ(a) + (x − a)T g + (x − a)T H (x − a) + · · ·
where x = (x, y)T , g = (φx (a), φ y (a))T is the gradient of φ at a and
H=



φx x (a) φx y (a)
φ yx (a) φ yy (a)

is the matrix of second derivatives (or Hessian matrix) evaluated at a. Use the expansion to determine whether the stationary points of φ(x, y) are maxima, minima or
saddle points.

Appendix C

Integral Theorems

This appendix reviews the most important results in vector calculus: these are generalisations of the fundamental theorem of integral calculus, that is


b

f  (x) dx = f (b) − f (a).

a

Theorem C.1 Suppose that Ω ⊂ R3 is a closed bounded region with a piecewise
smooth boundary ∂Ω and let n denote the unit outward normal vector to ∂Ω. If φ
and F denote, respectively, scalar and vector fields defined on a region that contains
Ω, then


grad φ dV =
φ n dS
(i)
Ω


(ii)

∂Ω

div F dV =



Ω


(iii)
Ω

F · n dS

∂Ω

curl F dV =



n × F dS.

∂Ω

These three identities are associated with the famous names of George Green and
Carl Friedrich Gauss. The result (ii) is perhaps of greatest importance in applications
and is often referred to as the divergence theorem. What might not be obvious is that
if any one of the identities in Theorem C.1 is true then the other parts follow. This is
established below. It will be assumed that, in Cartesian coordinates, F = [Fx , Fy , Fz ]
with a similar notation for n.
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• (i)⇒(ii) If we take φ = Fx and write down the first (or the x-) component of the
vector-valued identity (i), we get




∂ Fx
dV =
∂x

Ω

Fx n x dS
∂Ω

where n x is the first component of n. Moreover, taking φ = Fy and φ = Fz and
writing down the second and third components of n gives

Ω



∂ Fy
dV =
∂y



∂ Fz
dV =
∂z

Fy n y dS,
Ω

∂Ω


Fz n z dS.
∂Ω

Adding these results gives identity (ii) written in Cartesian coordinates.
• (ii)⇒(i) If we take F = [φ, 0, 0] then (ii) gives

V

∂φ
dV =
∂x


φ n x dS,
S

which is the first component of result (i). Taking F = [0, φ, 0] and F = [0, 0, φ]
give the second and third components. Hence, (i) follows from (ii).
• (i)⇒(iii) The first component of (iii) is
 
V

∂ Fy
∂ Fz
−
∂y
∂z







dV =


Fz n y − Fy n z dS.

S

To establish this result, the second component of (i) with φ = Fz must be subtracted
from the third component of (i) with φ = Fy , that is

V

∂ Fz
dV =
∂y




Fz n y dS

and

S

V

∂ Fy
dV =
∂z


Fy n z dS.
S

The other two components of (iii) can be established in exactly the same way.
• (iii)⇒(i) Suppose that v is a constant vector. Taking F = φ
v in identity (iii) gives



curl(φ
v ) dV =
V

n × (
v φ) dS.
S

Next, using the vector identity
curl(φ
v ) = φ curl v − v × grad φ
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the left hand side simplifies (since v is a constant vector, its curl is zero) to give



v × grad φ dV =
n × (
v φ) dS = −
φ v × n dS
−
V

S

S

where we have used a × b = −b × a on the right hand side. Since v is a constant
vector, it can be taken outside the integrals to give

−
v×


grad φ dV = −
v×

V

φ n dS.
S

Finally, since the above result is valid for all constant vectors v, identity (i) must
always hold.


Appendix D

Bessel Functions

The ODE
x 2 u  + xu  + (x 2 − ν 2 )u = 0

(D.1)

defined on the semi-infinite real line 0 < x < ∞ and involving a real parameter ν
is known as Bessel’s equation. This is a linear second-order ODE and therefore has
two linearly independent solutions. These are usually denoted by Jν (x) and Yν (x)
and are referred to as Bessel functions of the first and second kind, respectively, of
order ν.
The equation cannot be solved in terms of standard elementary functions and so
the method of Frobenius is used to construct a series solution. That is, coefficients
{an } are sought such that a solution may be expressed in the form
u(x) =

∞


an x n

(D.2)

n=0

It is sufficient for our purposes to consider the case ν = 0. Thus, on substituting
(D.2) into (D.1) and collecting terms with like powers of x, we find
x 2 u  + xu  + x 2 u = a1 x +

∞ 


n 2 an + an−2 x n
n=2

and the right hand side is zero when a1 = 0 and
an = −

1
an−2 , n = 2, 3, . . . .
n2
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Fig. D.1 The Bessel functions J0 (x) (solid), J1 (x) (dashed) and Y0 (x) (dotted) for 0 ≤ x ≤ 21

When n = 3, 5, . . . we find that all odd-numbered terms in (D.2) vanish while,
writing n = 2m, the even-numbered coefficients are
a2m = (−1)m

1
a0 , m = 0, 1, 2, . . .
22m (m!)2

(D.4)

in which a0 is an arbitrary constant The remaining coefficient a0 is used to normalise
the solution and, by choosing a0 = 1, we find that u(x) = J0 (x), where
J0 (x) =

∞


(−1)n

n=0

1  x 2n
(n!)2 2

(D.5)

is the Bessel function of the first kind of order zero. Note that J0 (0) = 1 and
J0 (0) = 0.
Bessel functions of the second kind have the property that Yν (x) → −∞ as
x → 0+ and, since we make no direct use of them in this book, they will not be
discussed further. Graphs of J0 (x), J1 (x) and Y0 (x) are shown in Fig. D.1. The graphs
of J1 (x) and Y0 (x) are indistinguishable for x > 3. Their oscillatory behaviour is
evident and the zeros play an important role when using separation of variables, as
illustrated in Example 8.5. A selection of the zeros of J0 (x) are given in Table D.1.
It can be shown that, for large values of x,

Table D.1 Selected zeros ξk of J0 (x) compared with (k − 14 )π from the approximation (D.6) with
ν=0
k
1
2
3
5
10
20
ξk
(k − 41 )π

2.4048
2.3562
0.0486

5.5201
5.4978
0.0223

8.6537
8.6394
0.0143

14.9309
14.9226
0.0084

The bottom row gives the difference between the preceding two rows

30.6346
30.6305
0.0041

62.0485
62.0465
0.0020
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2
π
cos x − (ν + 21 ) ,
πx
2

Jν (x) ≈

(D.6)

which suggests that the zeros of J0 (x) approach (k − 14 )π as k → ∞. The table
confirms that this is a reasonable approximation even for small values of k.
Bessel functions have played an important role in applied mathematics for more
than a century. One reason for this prominent position is that those equations that
can be solved in Cartesian coordinates by the use of sines and cosines require Bessel
functions when the equations are expressed in polar coordinates. Bessel functions
have been studied extensively over the years. A comprehensive review can be found
in the celebrated book by G.N. Watson [27] (originally published in 1922), whereas
Kreyszig [12] provides an accessible introduction to their properties.

Exercises
D.1 Use the result of Exercise 5.4 to show that solutions of (D.1) are oscillatory.
D.2 By differentiating (D.1) when ν = 0, show that u = c J0 (x) satisfies Bessel’s
equation with ν = 1 and the initial condition u(0) = 0 for any constant c.
D.3 Follow the process leading to (D.5) to show that (D.1) with ν = 1 has a solution
u(x) = J1 (x), where
∞

(−1)n
J1 (x) =
n=0

 x 2n+1
1
.
n!(n + 1)! 2

()

Verify, by term by term differentiation, that J1 (x) = −J0 (x), confirming the result
of the previous exercise with c = −1.
D.4 Show that equation (D.1) with ν = 0 can be rewritten in the form (xu  ) +xu = 0.
Hence show that
 x
s J0 (s) ds = x J1 (x).

0

D.5 By multiplying (D.1) with ν = 0 by 2u  , establish the result

d  2
x u(x)2 + x 2 u(x)2 = 2xu 2 (x).
dx
Then, using the fact that u = J0 (x) is a solution of (D.1), show that


ξ
0

x J02 (x) dx = 21 ξ 2 J12 (ξ),

(‡)
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where ξ is any zero of J0 .
D.6 By making an appropriate change of variable in (‡) establish the relation

0

a

r J02 (r ξ/a) dr = 21 a 2 J12 (ξ).

D.7 Using a search engine, or otherwise, explore the ratio test for convergence of
an infinite series. Use the ratio test to show that the series for J0 (x) in equation (D.5)
and J1 (x) in Exercise D.3 converge for all values of x.

Appendix E

Fourier Series

Consider the case of a real-valued function u(x) that is defined on the real line
−∞ < x < ∞ and is periodic, of period L. Thus u(x + L) = u(x) for all x and
knowledge of u on any interval of length L is sufficient to define it on the entire
real line. Let us suppose that u(x) is to be determined on the interval (0, L). Such a
function u(x) has a well-defined Fourier series expansion into complex exponentials
(sines and cosines)
∞

c j e2πi j x/L ,
(E.1)
u(x) =
j=−∞

with complex-valued coefficients c j that are constructed to ensure that the series
converges at almost every point x. Since we know (from Exercise 5.19) that the
functions {exp(2πi j x/L)} ( j = 0, ±1, ±2, . . .) are mutually orthogonal with respect
to the complex L 2 (0, L) inner product (5.17), we can determine a general Fourier
coefficient ck by multiplying (E.1) by exp(−2πkx/L) and integrating with respect
to x over the interval. This gives
ck =

1
L



L

e−2πikx/L u(x) dx.

(E.2)

0

Expanding (E.2) in terms of sines and cosines, and then taking the complex conjugate
gives

1 L
{cos(2πikx/L) − i sin(2πikx/L)} u(x) dx
L 0

1 L
{cos(2πikx/L) + i sin(2πikx/L)} u(x) dx.
=
L 0

ck =
ck∗ = c−k
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Combining these results gives new coefficients ak , bk , so that

2 L
cos(2πkx/L) u(x) dx
L 0

2 L
bk := i (ck − c−k ) =
sin(2πkx/L) u(x) dx.
L 0
ak := ck + c−k =

(E.5)
(E.6)

Next, rearranging the expressions in (E.5) and (E.6) gives ck = 21 (ak − ibk ) and
c−k = 21 (ak + ibk ), and substituting these expressions into (E.1) and rearranging
(see Exercise E.1) generates the standard form (no complex numbers!)
∞

u(x) =


1
{ak cos(2πkx/L) + bk sin(2πkx/L)} .
a0 +
2

(E.7)

k=1

Another direct consequence of the mutual orthogonality of the complex exponentials
is Parseval’s relation (see Exercise E.2)
∞

k=−∞

1
|ck | =
L



L

2

|u(x)|2 dx.

(E.8)

0

This implies that the Fourier coefficients are square summable if, and only if, the
function is square integrable. This also shows that the coefficients ak and bk will
need to decay with increasing k if the Fourier series (E.1) is to converge: coefficients
of the form (1, 1, 1, 1, . . .) will not be allowed, whereas (1, 21 , 13 , 41 , . . .) will be just
1
+ · · · < ∞).
fine (because 1 + 14 + 19 + 16
Example E.1 Construct a piecewise continuous function (see Definition 8.3) that
a
has Fourier coefficients that decay harmonically, that is |ck | = |k|
for k = 0, where
a is a constant (so that the series (E.1) converges).
Integrating the right hand side of (E.2) by parts we get
ck = −

 L
!L
1
1
!
u(x) e−2πikx/L ! +
e−2πikx/L u  (x) dx.
0
2πik
2πik 0

(E.9)

The factor 1/k in the first term of (E.9) suggests the specific choice u(x) = x (the
constant derivative means that the second integral is zero). Note that the periodic
extension of this function is discontinuous at the boundary points: u(0+ ) = 0 =
u(L − ) = L. When these two limits are substituted into the first term in (E.9) we get
L
L
so that |ck | = 2π|k|
, as required.
ck = − 2πik
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Fig. E.1 The Fourier series of the function u(x) = x for x ∈ (0, 2π) truncated to N = 100 real
terms (left). An expanded view in the square around the point (2π, 2π) is shown with N = 100
(centre) and N = 500 (right)

This slow decay of the coefficients has significant implications. The N th partial
sum with L = 2π is (since c0 = π)
S N (x) =

N


ck eikx = π −

k=−N

N

2
k=1

k

sin(kx)

and is shown on the left of Fig. E.1 with N = 100. It is seen to give a coherent
approximation of u(x) = x except at points close to the discontinuities at x = 0, 2π.
The expanded view in the central figure reveals a highly oscillatory behaviour. When
N is increased to 500, the oscillations in the rightmost figure appear to be confined
to a smaller interval but their amplitude is undiminished—a dashed horizontal line is
drawn at y = 2.17π for reference. This is an illustration of Gibb’s phenomenon and is
a consequence of using continuous functions in order to approximate a discontinuous
one. The “overshoot” in the partial sum is at least 8.5 % (closer, in fact, to 9 %) of
the total jump (2π) at x = 2π. This, and other features, are succinctly explained by
Körner [11, pp. 62–66].
♦
The following theorem relates the smoothness of the function u to the rate of
decay of the coefficients ck as the index k increases.
Theorem E.2 Let s ∈ {1, 2, . . .} be a parameter. If the function u and its first
(s − 1) derivatives are continuous and its sth derivative is piecewise continuous on
(−∞, ∞), then the Fourier coefficients satisfy
|ck | ≤ a/|k|s+1
for k = 0, where a is a constant.

(E.10)
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Fig. E.2 Grid points over a full period − 21 Mh ≤ x ≤

1
2 Mh

when M is even

Proof Suppose that s = 1. The function u is continuous (and periodic) so
lim x→0+ u(x) = lim x→L − u(x). Thus, unlike the previous example, the first term in
(E.9) is zero, so that
 L
!
1 !! 1
!
|ck | = · !
e−2πikx/L u  (x) dx ! .
k
2πi 0
"
#$
%
ck

Note that ck is a scalar multiple of the Fourier coefficient of the (piecewise continuous)
derivative function, so the coefficients |ck | will decay harmonically (at worst). The
general result may be obtained by repeating the above argument s − 1 times (each
integration by parts gives another factor of k in the denominator).

Next, suppose that our periodic function u is sampled on the grid of points
xm = mh, m = 0, ±1, ±2, . . . where h = L/M (as illustrated in Fig. E.2), so
that
∞

u(xm ) =
ck e2πikm/M .
(E.11)
k=−∞

The periodicity is reflected in the fact that exp(2πik  m/M) = exp(2πikm/M) for
k  = k + M where  is an integer. In this situation we say that the wave numbers
2πk and 2πk  are aliases of each other. If we now collect all the like coefficients
together, then (E.11) can be written as a finite sum of distinct Fourier modes
u(xm ) =

M−1


c̃k e2πikm/M , c̃k =

∞


ck+M ,

(E.12)

=−∞

k=0

with modified coefficients c̃k that are periodic with period M: c̃k+M = c̃k for all k.
Note that if M is an even number (as illustrated above) then the function u can be
M
defined over the interval (− M
2 h, 2 h) by simply summing over M+1 Fourier modes
(instead of M modes) and halving the contribution of the first and last terms (since
they are equal). This leads to the alternative representation5
u(xm ) =

∗

c̃k e2πikm/M .

|k|≤M/2
5 The

first and last term adjustment is indicated by the asterisk in the summation.

(E.13)
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Note that if M is odd then the range of |k| will be M/2 and no adjustment of the
two end contributions is needed.
The exact representation of the periodic function in (E.12) (or equivalently (E.13))
involves a summation of an infinite number of the coefficients ck . In a practical
computation the exact coefficients c̃k will be approximated by (discrete) coefficients
Ck and the associated discrete Fourier series is constructed
Um =

M−1


Ck e2πikm/M ,

(E.14)

k=0

where {Um } are a set of periodic grid values (Um+M = Um for all integers m) that
approximate the exact grid values u(xm ). The construction of the discrete Fourier
coefficients Ck mirrors the construction used in the continuous case. All that is needed
is a suitable inner product.
M−1
associated with distinct
Theorem E.3 The discrete Fourier modes {e2πikm/M }m=0
wave numbers k are mutually orthogonal with respect to the discrete inner product6
M


1  
U, V h =
Um Vm∗ .
M

(E.15)

m=0

Proof By construction


e2πikm/M , e2πim/M


h

=

M−1
M−1
1  2πi(k−)m/M
1  m
e
=
z ,
M
M
m=0

m=0

where z = e2πi(k−)/M is one of the Mth roots of unity, so z M = 1. The formula for
the sum of a geometric progression then gives
 2πikm/M 2πim/M 
,e
=
e
h

&

when k = 

M
1 1−z M
M 1−z

=0

when k = .


The general coefficient Ck can thus be determined by multiplying (E.14) by
exp(−2πikm/M) and summing over m. This gives
M−1
1 
Ck =
Um e−2πikm/M .
M

(E.16)

m=0

associated 2 norm U h,2 is also defined in (11.41). The primes on the summation symbol
signify that the first and last terms of the sum are halved.

6 The
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The discrete Fourier coefficients will be periodic: Ck+M = Ck for all k, and mirroring
the exact coefficients ck they satisfy C−k = Ck∗ and C M−k = Ck∗ : thus we only
need half of the coefficients in order to represent a real-valued grid function U . A
classic algorithm that can be used to efficiently compute the coefficients {Ck } (in
both real- and complex-valued cases) is the Fast Fourier Transform. The algorithm
is especially effective when M is a power of 2. Further details can be found in the
book by Briggs [2].
Following the argument in the lead-up to (E.13) shows that we can write
Um =

∗

Ck e2πikm/M ,

(E.17)

|k|≤M/2

in place of (E.14). We can also establish (see Exercise E.5) a discrete version of
Parseval’s relation,
M−1

k=0

M−1
1 
|Ck | =
|Um |2 = U 2h,2 ,
M
2

(E.18)

m=0

which implies that the discrete 2 norm of a periodic function is intrinsically connected to the sum of squares of the discrete Fourier coefficients.
The book by Strang [20, Chap. 4] is recommended for an overview of Fourier
analysis and its role in applied mathematics.

Exercises
E.1 Show also that (E.1) can be written as (E.7) when ck = 21 (ak − ibk ) and {ak },
{bk } are real sequences.
E.2 Show that Parseval’s relation (E.8) follows from (E.2).
E.3 Verify that the discrete inner product (E.15) satisfies all the properties of the
function inner product (5.17) that are listed in Exercise 5.11.
E.4 Show that the coefficients in (E.16) satisfy C− = C∗ when U is a real sequence.
E.5 Show that the discrete version of Parseval’s relation (E.18) follows from (E.16)
using an argument analogous to that in Exercise E.2.
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Cole–Hopf transformation, 9
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Convergent approximation, 85
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Crank–Nicolson method, see finite difference scheme, Crank–Nicolson

D
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Derivative
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partial, 1
Differential operator, 15
Diffusion, 30, 157, 289, 309
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coupled equations, 323
equation, 47, 134
operator, 227
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Dirichlet boundary condition, see boundary
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Discrete Fourier modes, 258, 359
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Dispersion, 299–303
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relation, 285, 297, 301
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Divergence theorem, 347
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L-shaped, 222
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of dependence, 170, 242, 279
of influence, 170, 279, 304, 306
quarter circle, 223
re-entrant corner, 222
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with symmetry, 210
Downwind grid point, 278, 283
Drum, shape of, 332
Du Fort–Frankel method, see finite difference scheme, Du Fort–Frankel

E
Eigenfunction, 74–79, 130, 137
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193, 271, 307, 314, 316, 332, 336
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Energy inequality, 125
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erf, see error function
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Expansion fan, 184–188
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F
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Fast Fourier Transform, 293, 360
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Finite difference
approximations, 86–90
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Finite difference scheme
Allen–Southwell–Il’in, 322
backward time
centred space, 247–251, 328
box, 294, 315
compact, 110
Crank–Nicolson, 252–256, 260, 267,
271, 323
dissipative, 300
Du Fort–Frankel, 328
explicit, 238–247, 264, 272, 273, 275,
277–296, 298, 328
first-order upwind, 284, 309
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forward time
backward space, 284, 293, 300
centred space, 238–247, 256, 259–
262, 265, 287, 309, 324, 327, 328
forward space, 285, 287, 317
hopscotch, 328
implicit, 247–256
Lax–Friedrichs, 312, 317
Lax–Wendroff, 288, 290, 291, 297, 301,
305, 307, 309, 312–314, 317
leapfrog, 290–291, 305, 314
Leith, 262, 313, 326
locally one-dimensional, 265, 273
MacCormack, 317, 330
nondissipative, 290, 300
nonlinear, 308–312
Numerov, 110, 117, 207
quasi-implicit, 292–294
Saul’Yev, 322
semi-implicit, 272
θ-method, 251
third-order upwind, 291, 292, 301, 314,
326
upwind, 229, 234, 284, 291, 292
Warming–Beam, 306, 311, 313, 317
Finite-time singularity, 171
First-order upwind method, see finite difference scheme, first-order upwind
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Fisher’s equation, 324
Flux, 29
anti-diffusive, 309
function, 126, 179, 184, 187, 193, 309
limiter, 309–312
Forward difference, 87, 239, 287
Forward time backward space, see finite difference scheme, forward time, backward space
Forward time centred space, see finite difference scheme, forward time, centred
space
Fourier
coefficient, 355
discrete modes, 258
discrete series, 359
mode, 69, 296, 299, 301, 359
series, 355
transform, 360
Fourier’s law, 30
Frequency, 285, 296
Frobenius method, 351
FTBS, see finite difference scheme, forward
time, backward space
FTCS, see finite difference scheme, forward
time, centred space
FTFS, see finite difference scheme, forward
time, forward space
Fundamental solution, 6
G
Gaussian elimination, see L-U matrix
decomposition
Gershgorin circle theorem, 343
Gibb’s phenomenon, 146, 151, 357
Global error, 93, 201, 216, 316
estimate, 204–207
Goursat solution, 57
Green’s identity, 71
Grid function, 85, 197
H
Harmonic function, 7, 9, 213
Heat equation, 3, 6, 9, 47, 129–135, 155–157
approximation, 238–256, 263–269, 327
backward, 22, 24
boundary value problem, 12
circular symmetry, 137
fundamental solution, 6
maximum principle, 119–121
nonhomogeneous, 30
origins, 29–31
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with reaction term, 260
Hermitian transpose, 336, 337
Hölder’s inequality, 335
Hopscotch method, see finite difference
scheme, hopscotch
Hydrostatic pressure, 33
hyperbolic PDE, see PDE, hyperbolic
Hyperbolic system, 162

I
Ill-posed, 21, 61
Incompressible flow, 36
Initial–boundary value problem, 12
Initial condition, 12, 23
Initial value problem, 12
Inner product, 68–72, 77, 80, 344
discrete, 337
weighted, 77, 79, 83, 137
Integrating factor, 141
Interpolating polynomial, 281–282, 326
Interval of dependence, 170, 242, 279
Inverse monotone, 64–66, 97–123, 155, 203,
215, 224, 225, 231, 243–245, 255,
270, 271, 320, 343
Iterative refinement, 205

J
Jury conditions, 324

K
KdV equation, 4, 20

L
[mathscr ]L, 14–19, 21–22, 64–68, 119–
123, 201
L, 14–19, 44–51, 136–137, 140–142, 147,
237, 251
L-U matrix decomposition, 200
[mathscr ]L h , 102, 198, 203, 215, 245, 251,
255
[mathscr ]h, 91
Lh , 90, 102, 198, 203, 214–216, 245, 251
Lagrange
identity, 72, 75, 83
interpolant, 281, 313
Laplace’s equation, 2, 13, 15, 19, 22, 23, 49–
51, 55, 56, 122, 148–155
approximation, 198, 213–223, 232
harmonic function, 7, 213
origins, 31

Index
Laplacian, 3, 196
eigenvalues, 153, 159
polar coordinates, 56, 77, 217, 219
Lax–Friedrichs method, see finite difference
scheme, Lax–Friedrichs
Lax–Wendroff method, see finite difference
scheme, Lax–Wendroff
Legendre’s equation, 79
Leibniz’s rule, 169, 179
Leith’s method, see finite difference scheme,
Leith
Linearly independent, 69
Local truncation error, 87, 95–97, 203, 241,
254, 275, 280, 297
Locally one-dimensional method, 265
LTE, see local truncation error

M
MacCormack’s method, see also finite difference scheme, MacCormack, 317
MacLaurin series, 302
Matrices
congruent, 341
isospectral, 331
Matrix
banded, 201
bidiagonal, 248, 332
block tridiagonal, 200
circulant, 293, 314, 332
condition number, 164, 189
diagonally dominant, 343
inertia, 342
inverse monotone, 343
irreducible, 337
M, 343
monotone, 343
positive-definite, 93, 343
sparse, 200
symmetric, 92, 337
trace, 50, 166
tridiagonal, 92, 104, 248, 271, 337–338,
344
Vandermonde, 281
Z, 343
Maximum norm, see norm, ∞
Maximum norm stability, see stability, ∞
Maximum principle, 119–124
discrete, 203, 215, 219, 224, 254, 262,
272
Mesh Peclet number, 228, 262, 322
Mesh ratio, 238
Method

Index
of Frobenius, 351
of characteristics, 161–194
of lines, 268
of modified equations, 287
of undetermined coefficients, 117
M-matrix, 343
Monotone matrix, see matrix, monotone
Mutually orthogonal, 69, 140, 359

N
Nearest neighbours, 198
Neumann boundary condition, see boundary
condition, Neumann
Newton backward difference formula, 313
Newton’s second law of motion, 27, 33
Nondissipative method, 290
Nonsmooth solution, 180, 256
Norm, 22, 64, 67, 243, 283, 335
2 , 257, 264, 271, 360
∞ , 94, 96, 97, 99, 101, 201, 203, 243,
271, 283, 335
 p , 335
weighted, 79
Normal derivative, 14, 30, 46, 123, 263
Numerov’s method, see finite difference
scheme, Numerov

O
O(h p ), 87
One-way wave equation, see advection equation
Operator
backward difference (− ), 87
boundary, 15
centred difference (), 88
differential, 15
forward difference (+ ), 87
inverse monotone, 64
Laplacian, 3
linear, 17
positive type, 97, 101, 107, 214, 224, 229,
234, 309
self-adjoint, 72
stable, 203
Sturm–Liouville, 71
Orthogonal functions, 69
mutually, 69, 359
Orthonormal functions, 70

P
parabolic PDE, see PDE, parabolic
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Parabolic smoothing, 319
Parseval’s relation, 356
Partial derivative, 1
Partial difference equation, 239
Partial differential equation, see PDE
PDE
definition, 2
elliptic, 45, 49–52, 148
first order system, 161–165
first order, nonlinear, 171–188
first-order system, 180
homogeneous, 18
hyperbolic, 44–46, 161–194, 262
linear, 17
nonlinear, 20
order, 2, 180
parabolic, 45–48, 136–143
quasi-linear, 20, 172–173, 325
semi-linear, 20
Peclet number, 226
Phase speed, 297
Piecewise
continuous, 133, 134, 146, 180, 221, 222
linear, 146, 175, 177
polynomial, 134
Poisson equation, 154–155
Poisson’s equation, 49, 56, 57, 122–123,
154, 195, 231
approximation, 196–204, 206, 223
maximum principle, 121
origins, 31
Polar coordinates, 77, 156, 158, 217–222,
273, 274
Positive type operator, see Operator, positive
type
Positive-definite matrix, see matrix,
positive-definite
Projection, 70
Q
Quadratic form, 44, 50, 338
QUICK scheme, see finite difference
scheme, third-order upwind
R
[mathscr ]R h , 96–111, 209
Rh , 96–111, 203, 241, 248, 264, 280
Rankine–Hugoniot condition, 180
Re-entrant corner, see domain, re-entrant
corner
Reaction term, 59
Reaction–advection–diffusion
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operator, 72
problem, 67
Reduced equation, 226
Richardson extrapolation, 204
Riemann problem, 184–188
Robin boundary condition, see boundary
condition, Robin
Root mean square norm, see norm, 2
Ruled surface, 152
S
Self-adjoint operator, 72
Separation constant, 130, 144, 149, 153
Shallow-water approximation, 32
Shock
discontinuity, 179
speed, 179, 181, 185
wave, 161, 178–184, 187
Smooth function, 86
Soliton, 4
Source term, 46, 49, 59
Sparse matrix, see matrix, sparse
Spherical symmetry, 156
Square integrable, 68
Stability, 86, 125, 195, 214, 229, 243, 256,
275, 282–284
2 , 257–262, 265–268, 271–273, 283,
285, 288, 290, 293–294, 298, 314, 326,
327, 329
∞ , 96–97, 109, 113, 202, 203, 215, 219,
225, 243, 246, 268, 271–274
barrier, 282
constant, 96, 101, 245, 246, 256
Stencil, 197, 208, 213, 218, 224, 227, 230,
284, 287, 288, 291
anchor point, 239, 247
target point, 239, 245, 247, 253, 283, 293
Sturm–Liouville, 71–79
operator, 71
regular, 73
singular, 73
problem, 74, 129, 136
Superposition principle, 18, 140
Sylvester’s law of inertia, 342
Symmetric matrix, see matrix, symmetric
T
θ–method, see finite difference scheme, θ–
method
Third-order upwind method, see finite difference scheme, third-order upwind

Index
Trace of matrix, see matrix, trace
Traffic flow, 35, 183
Travelling
coordinate, 324
wave, 2, 146, 169, 193, 296, 299, 301,
302, 324
Tridiagonal matrix, see matrix, tridiagonal
Tsunamis, 34
Two-point boundary value problem, 59, 71,
74, 85, 90–111
Two-way wave equation, see wave equation

U
Uniqueness, 18, 64, 98, 101, 121, 123, 125,
155, 163, 181, 189, 204, 215, 248,
335
Unit CFL property, 285, 286, 302, 315
Unstable, 114, 240
Upwind, 291
difference scheme, see finite difference
scheme, upwind
grid point, 277, 283

V
Vandermonde matrix, 281
Von Neumann amplification factor, see
amplification factor
Von Neumann stability, see stability, 2

W
Warming–Beam method, see finite difference scheme, Warming–Beam
Wave equation, 3, 28, 124, 143–147, 306
boundary value problem, 13
d’Alembert’s solution, 46, 54, 124, 157,
170
in water, 34
with circular symmetry, 147
with spherical symmetry, 147
Wave speed, 276, 324
Wavenumber, 258, 285, 296
Weak solution, 180, 187
Weight function, 74
Weighted inner product, 77, see also inner
product, weighted
Well-posed, 21–23, 37, 38, 44, 47, 52, 61,
63–68, 78, 79, 95, 97, 119, 121, 122,
124, 125, 185, 207, 304
Wiggles, 228

